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ADVERTISEMENT.

1 '3

The Author of the following imperfect sketch, consented to

its pubUcation, not because he thinks it possesses merJt, suflS-

cient to entitle it to that distinction ; but because he wished, to

gratify those who paid hinf the compliment, to request it. For
every thing which he V&s stated ias a fact, he can give respec-

table authority ; which he has withheld only for the sake of

brevity ; but for the conclusions drawn from them, he gene-

rally holds himself accountable. ' He has collected the infor-

mation here brouglit together, from a considerable variety of

sources, several of which are but little known to the public at

large, in this Province ; but had he known any one publica-

tion, in which the whole or even the greater part of that infor-

mation is to be found, he v^ould have most readily given the

the name of it.
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PRINCIPLES OF METEOROLOGY.

Meteorology is that branch of physical Science, which

treats of the properties, and phenomena of the atmosphere. It

was long neglected, and may still be regarded as in a state of

infancy. Thits may be imputed in some degree, to the signal

success which has rewarded the researches of scientific men,

in other departments, and to the deep and general interetrt,

which their splendid discoveries, in these departments, have na-

turally excited. Bat it may be also owing in part^ to the diffi-

culties attendant on meteorological investi stations, and the im-

possibility of placing some of the most important conclu-

sions to which they lead, in that clear and convincing light,

in which it, is possible to exhibit the principles of other Scien-

ces. While the doctrines of Chemistry, may be subjected to

the infallible test of experiment ; and the problems of Mathe*

matics admit of demonstration, the Meteorologist has to be

guided by the light of ol)servation, and to infer one fact from

the existence of another. The very useful and important dis-

covery of the Barometer, and Thermometer, &c. has been of

singular advantage to him in conducting his enquiries, and of

leading him to the knowledge of a great number, •and variety

of facts, connected with different departments of his subject.

Nevertheless, much still remains to be accomplished, before

the necessary means be provided, of solving all the problemf

of the Science, and of forming a theory ofwind and weather

that will not admit of correction, or amendment.

The atmosphere is that subtle, invisible, and -elastic fluid,

by which our globe is on all sides surrounded, and which acte

as a powerful, and very frequently as a principal agent, in those

changes, which are continually going on on its surface, but

more especially, among its various animal, and vegetable pro-

ductions. In trpating of the principles of the Science in ques-

tion, it will be pi sr to begin, with a very sligHt and gsn^^

J
i.msfm^stm.^^'rasimr

«^^-r-
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" METEOROLOGY.

account, of the composition of the atmosplicre
; and then to

i^ke a mono full, and extended view, of ihe several properties,
on uliich its ngency in the economy of nature, and its many
interesting phenomena depend, the ciiief of these are its

Gravity, Temperature, Mohihty, and Moisture ; and to these I

mean to confine my attention.

To enter into a minute, and lengthened account, of the
composition of the atmos-pliere, would omly he a useless waste
of time

;
as it wouhl afford us htlle, or no assistance, in the in-

vestigations, on which we are about to enter. Its principal in-
giedients, are Nitrogen Gas, and Oxygon Gas, and these are
in common atmospiieric air, mo-e properly speaking mixed,
tiian comhined. It is by the quantity ofOxygen existing in
tiie atmosplicre, that it supports animal life, and combustion.
When the Oxygen is separated from the Nitrogen, the latter if

breathed alone would be fatal ; and if blown into a fire, it

would serve to extinguish it. Such is the structure of the
lungs in animals, that the Oxygen which is drawn into them
in breathing, combines with the superabundant carbon of the
venous blood, which it has collected in its passage through the
system

; and is expelled in respiration, in the forrii of carbonic
acid gas. Th« air which we respire, in breathing, is not then
precisely the same as that wliich we inhale. Every time it is

breathed, it is deprived of a given portion of its Oxvgcn, and
becomes lexs fit to be breathed again; and when a number of
j)e()ple are met, in a close apartment, which is artilicially light-

ed, the oxygen is consumed in two ways. Namely, by being
repeatedly breathed, and by sup])orting the flame, or burning of
the lights

;
and its diminution under such circumstances, is also

indicated in two ways ; namely, by the increased dilliculty of
breathing, and by the dimness with which the lights burn.

I. The first property in atmospheric air, to which it is ne-
cessary to pay particular attention, in order to account for its

various phenomena, and extensive agency in the system of na-
ture;, :s its gravity, or weight. The we'ght of any given mea-
sure of air, depends in a great degree on its density ; and as a
<'hanga in its density may take place in an instant, and be
l.M-ouiiht about by a variety of causes, it would serve no useful

purno^jc, to give the weight of different measures, at different

deir-**^s of density, or compactness. The atmosphere is sup-
posed to rise to the height o( forty five miles, above the surface

!

i
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of the earth ; but whether this be the case, or not, there can

ha no doubt, that it rises to a very great hoigiit, and that altoge-

ther, the vve-ght of it resting on the surface of the globe, amounts

to a fraction less than 15 lbs. to the sciuarc inch. A man of

an ordinaiy size, supports a load of from 14 to If) tons on his

person, and a young lady, when moving with sudi a light and

elastic step, as' to make it apjiear unceiiain whether «he touch-

es the earth, or not, is carr\'ing a burden of eight or ten tons,

on her slender and delicate form. This may to some ay)pear

impossible, and it would certainly be so, were it not that the

|>ressure from without meets with an -equal or corres[)ondenl

resistance, from the air that is within. Every limb, and muscle

of our bodies, is so completely filled with air, and air in a suf-

ficiently compact state, to resist, or neutralize, the pressure on

the surface. Indeed we would require to be diflerently con-

stituted, in order to live, and move in a different element, for

the pressure of the air is not only no inconvenience to us, but

It is actually, necessary to our comfort, and even to our exis-

tence. When Humboldt, and Bompland, ascended the Andes,

to the height of 19,000 feet, the air became so much rarified,

and attenuated, that the smaller blood vessels about their noses,

mouths, and eyes, &c. being deprived of their customar}^ sup-

port from the air without, end unable to restrain the elasticity,

or expansive force of the air within, suddenly gave way, and

the blood trickled from them in many places. Whoever has

witnessed the operation of cupping, which is performed by

ficarifying or puncturing a particular part of the skin, and pla-

cing over it a cup or glass, from which the air has been in a

great measure previously expelled, and the air withm is conse-

(piently left without resistance, to repress, or restrain it ; has had

an opportunity of seeing the consequences that would attend

our being (l-^j)i-lvcd of the external pressure of the air. Were
It possible for the lady who tnoves with so much grace, and

ease, under a load of nine tons avoirdupois, to subsist in a

vacuum, she would require for the time to be corsetted in mail,

and laced with chains, to prevent her from expanding into such

dimensions, as would cert; nly ruin her prospects for life, if

they did not altogether ])rove fatal.

Any person may satisfy himself that the weight of the at-

mosphere, cannot be greatly below what has been stated, by

placing his hand on the mouth of an exhausted receiver, or of
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«ny vessel, from which the air is removed, and all support Crom
below witiidrawn

; but the Barometer in the surest and Lest in-
strument, and the one most frequently emi)Ioyed in ascertain-
ing this point. A tube of three feet in length, having its upper
end hermetically sealed, is filled with mercuiy to the veiy top,
which is for that reason turned downwards, and then brought
again to its proper position ; when the mercury fails dov n into
the cup, or ball at the bottom, leaving a vacuum at the top,
till no more remains in the lube, but what is balanced, and sup-
ported by the air, and though this varies according to the rtato
of the air, its mean height is from 29, to 30 inches, at the level
of the sea. The level of the sea, bemg the lowest situation
on the surface of the earth, at which an observation can be
taken, the weii-ht of a column of air at that level, extending
from the eailh to the upper boundary of the atmosphere, is

found to be equal in weight to a column ofmercury, of the same
diameter, and rising to 29, or 30 inches in height. Now the
weight of mercury being to that of common atmospheric air^
as 1, is to 11,040, and this multiplied by 29J inches, will give
334,880 inches or 27,906 feet. Again it is known, that wa-
ter can lie raised in a pump at the level of the sea, to a height
of 34J feet ; and that being done by the pressure of the air,

on the surface of the water in the well, forcing it up into the
vacuum created by the raising of the piston, a column of air
extending to the upper boundaiy of the atmosphere, must be
equal in weight to a column of water having the samt diame-
ter, and extending in height to 34| feet. Now as water is 1 3i
lighter than mercuiy, and 816 times heavier than air, this lat-

ter number muhipliedby 34J feet will give 27,948, making no
more than a difference of 42 feet between the two methods
of calculating its amount. This coincidence between the two
methods makes them tests of each other's accuracy, and they
respectively prove that the weight of the air at the level of the
»ea amounts to from 1 v to 15 lbs. to every superficial, or square
inch of the earth's surface, for such is the weight of 30 solid
inches of mercuiy, or 411 of water.

When I say that the water in the pump, and the mercury
in the Barometer, respectively prove, that the atmosphere rises

to the height of 27,900 feet, above the level of the sea ; I must
be understood to mean, that this would be its actual height,
provided its density were precisely the same, from its lowest to
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necessarily far more condcuj^ed at the level of the nea, where it

iinderi'oes the pressure of the whole supermcunibent ina^^s,

than it is in the higher regions, where a ^reat pswt ot that pres-

sure is taken on'. Air beine a highly elastic lluul nnlurully be-

comes more expanded, or dilated, in proportion as il becomes

less confmed ; and the con^etiuence is, that one solid toot ol it,

at the level of the sia, where it is prewsed together on all sidf s,

would expand into many feet, were it raised to the iii)per re-

gions, where a great (lart of that pressure is removed.

At the level of the sea, the medium helj^ht of the mercury

in the Barometer, is not more than 29 inches, and at the Con-

vent of St. Bernard^s, which is only 8,040 feet above that lev-

el, its medium height is onlv It inches. And Saussure ascer-

tained, that between Geneva, at the heij^ht of 1324, ami the ( ol

du (lean, at 11,275, it had lost upwards of one third ol ns

density. If the Barometer stands at 14 inches, at the height

of 8,040 feet above the level of the sea, it is evident that nu.re

than one half of the whole mass of air, by uluch our g.obe .s

surrounded, is contained within that space. And we have no

more than the other half to fill up the 229,760 feet, which re-

main to Ikj occupied.
\ ^ c

Some have supposea that this diminution lu the density <
I

the atmosphere, takes place according to the following ratio.

At the height of 3^ miles, it is diminished twice as much, as

at the level of the sea, at the height of 7 miles four times j:s

much; at 14 miles, sixteen times as much ; at 28 miles, two

hundred and fifty six times as much ; and that it tlie air bt>d

risen to the height of 500 miles, instead of '4-5, one solid mt u

at the common density, at the earth's surface, would leccnx

so exceedingly attenuated, and expanded, as to be suihciciit>*

fill a hollow sphere, equal in circumference to tlie orbit i)t S;--

turn. But this idea is too sublime to be seriously discussed tn

«uchan occasion as this, and I therefore return to the cons:<!et-

alien of facts, which if less calculated to daz/le, and snrprisi'.

are so much the more open to investigation, and better calc v:-

lated when fully understood, to lead us to an ac(iua.ntance w .ih

tlie mysteries of nature.

Though the atmosj^b.ere may be more condensed in one lati-

tude, and more exiiaiulcd in luiother, it is very ecjualiy :.p}M r-

tioned, or divided amor^ all the dillcreiit latitudes, frci:i f.-.t

'

A'?.
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Equator to the Poles; tor the observations of Mr. Bouguer/oti
the coast of Peru; those of Sir George Suckbingh, in the
Mediterranean

;
ant! llio.se ofLord JMu'grave, in the Arctic seas,

gave all very nearly the same rcriulls. In all of them the
highej^t range of the Br.ronieter was found to he from 29^ to 30
inches, which is equal to a pressure of fron-* 14| lbs. to 151b.-'.

to a square inch of the surface of the globe; and from this it

h.as teen calculated that the weight of the atmosphere altoge-
ther, amounts to 1, 911, 163, 227, 258, 181, 8lS lbs. avo:r-
dupois.

There is then the same weight of air on every part of the
earth's surface

; but in the warm latitudes, this is far more ex-
panded, and occupies a much laigor space, than those that are
colder. If the Barometer fall a given measure, for e\ery 200
feet that we rse above the level of the sea, in the temperate
regions; it will fall nearly twice as much, for the same ascent
in the arctic,'and only about one half in the torrid zone. So that
a stratum of air of 400 feet in thickness, at the Equator, is

equal only to one of 200 feet in the temperate, and one of
100 feet in the frozen zones: all the three beirg taken at the
same propoition above the level of the sea. The consequence
is, that man, and a'l other animated beings, can exist in far

niore elevated situations, near the Equator, than in the fjozen,
or even tlie temperate zones. On the Andes, and the moun-
tains of Central Asia, men havee..t;ibiishedtheniselvcs in con-
siderable communities, at an elevation of 11,000 feet and up-
wards; but this would be impossiijle in Em-o))e, and still more
so in the arctic regions. Humboldt and Bompland ascended to

a height of more than 19,000 feet on the Andes ; but the top
cfMountB'ancis as high as any man could ascend in Europe,
had he even th,^ means and opportunity of going far beyond it;

arid yet Mount Blanc is less in iieight by 3,600 feet than the
point in the CUindwrazo attained to by the travellers.

Though then tlie same vve'ght of air re^ts upon every part

of the earth, it is far more ranlied,andex])c'ndeil,in the warm-
er, thrm in the colder reg'ons ; and must of course rise to a I'lr

g 'eater he'glit in tlie one, tluin in the other; and this fact ought
to be hopt in nund, as it accounts for some very interesting

p'hr'noinena, to which .we shall have occasion to advert in the

sei'r.e'.

l\he we'sht of the air, is net nrccisolv the panic in i\\3 same

tity

;
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'place at all timer', and the variations are indicated by the ranRC

of the Uarometer ; vvijich in the tempeiate regions, extends

even to a number of inches. This shows, tliat the air is con-

siderably lighter at one time, in the same place, than it is at

another ; which must be occasioned by a reduction in its quan-

tity ; and this may arise, either Irom the circumstance, that a

portion of it is temporarilv withdrawn fiom one place, and ac-

cumulated in anotlier, or that a part of it ia decomposed, and

abstracted from tlie general mass, to be restored to it at another

tme. The range of the Barometer is less within, than without

the tropics, which is easilv accounted for, and also in North

America, than in the same latitudes in lAirope, the reason of

which is perhaps unknown. It is also greater in winter, than

in summer, which may be partly owing to the fact, that during

the former we liave a greater amount of air in our northern

hemisphere, than during the latter. In the winter the air is

more condensed in the xXorthern, and more ranbed and ex-

panded in the Southern hemisphere. And leirg raised to a

greater height abov? the earth, in the warmer than m the col-

der hemisphere, a proportion of it natura!l> tails over to the

lower side. This extra quantity of air which we have in the

winter, is restored in the very same way to the Sor.thern hcm-

isj^here, during the summer ;
when the states of the two hem-

ispheres are reversed.. This is partly the reai-on, why we have

so much heavier gales in winter, than in hummer; and it is

also one of the reasons why the Barometer takes a wider

range in that season of the year.

11. Tlie second point to be considered, if, the temperature

of the air, together with the means by \\ hich it is equalis-

ed. It does not belong to the Meteorolrgist, to discuss tlie

merilsof the conflicting theories, respecting tlie nature and

origin of heat; or, to determine, whether it is a material sub-

stance, or only a vibration among tfie particles of matter, ori-

ginating in friction, percussion, &c. ; and on this ground I shall

not enter. Tlse heat of the atmosphere is either der ved from

the sun, or is set in motion by his agency; but his influence is

modified by a number of circumstances, which should be kept

in view, in all our calculations on this subject. It does not

appear tliat the rays of the sun, have any sensible effect upon,

tlie air, till they first come into contact with the earth, and arti
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reflected by its surface
; ibr the higher we ascemi above the

earth, the colder does the air become, till we at last attain to
the region, or domain of everlasting trost. The more that air
Id rarified, and expanded, it has the greater capacity for ab-
t'orbing heat, or ofreducingit to a fixed and latent state. And
the higher we ascend above the level of the sea, the air having
Ihe less weight to compress it, becomes the more expanded
through its own elasticity

j and the heat that reaches the high-
er regions, is of course more rapidly al)sorbed, and reducecl to
a state of complete uiacti\nty. Under the Eqtiator, the Ther-
mometer fails about 1 o in the scale of Fahrenheit, for every
300 teet above the level of the sea ; and in proportion as we
advance near to the Poles, the fall becomes more rapid ; and
after we reacli a certain elevation, we come to a point ineverv
latitude, where the Thermometer never exceeds .S2 =

, and
where ice, and snow are never melted. This is called the
Ime of perpetual congelation.

The line of i)erpetua! congelation is sometimes spoken of
as an inclined plane, extending frjm the Equator to the Poles
and by others .t is represented as the companion of the cvcloid

'

but ne.ther the one nor the other of these is correct. *It is a
curved line, but its curvature is not the same with that of the -

hemisphere; tor it is raised a great way above the earth, at
the Equator, and comes into contact with it, long before it
reaches the Pole. The following account of it, is from th^
Minburgh Review, No. 59, in an article on the Polar ice, and
iNorth West pa.v^age, which is said to have been from the pen
of a distinguished writer. "Under the Equator tlie mean

Afif"*- ^L^^5"^^
^''''^' '"^' ^^'^^'^ ^^^*5 in lat. 30 o

it is n,.

4 1 D , ,r
^'^^^' and it comes into contact with the earth

at the Pole. If this be correct the line of perpetual conge-
lation, comes nearer to the e^rth at the mean rate cf 145 feet
for every degree of latitude. Within the tropics ; at 283 feet, for
ever>^ degree between 30 -= and 60 <=>

, and at227 feet, for ever>'
degree between 60 o and the Pole, which cannot be correct'.
It was perhaps a slip to say, as the writer does, that the line of
perpetual congelation touched the earth at the Pole. If lie
had given the 65th degree of N. lat. his stfitenient woiil.l
not in the last part of it have been far from the truth. But I
vvould take the liberty of saying that as it stands, no pnrt of
the statement is correct. M. Bouguer determined hv actual <}b-

',ifi
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aervation under the Equator, that the line of perpetual con-

gelation, is a8 high as 15,730 feet. Burnes ogam ascertained,

fltat the base of the Koh i Baba, in the H^.ndoo Koosh m laU

35 o is 13,000 feet above the level of the ^-ea ;
and yet th»

frost and snow leave it in May. The peak it.elf, which ho

estimates at 18,000 feet is for ever covered with snow, not only

at its summit, but a considerable way downward., yet the lino

of perpetual congelation cannot be lower there than ld,DUO

feci: and from Burnes's account it is probably considerably

higher than thi.. This gives a descent for the first da degrees

of lat. of 64 feet, instead of 145 to a degree. Again, it is

Known that the height of the line in question, does not exceed

10,000 feet, in lat. 45 ^
, which gives a descent l^tween 35 ,

and 45 o
, of 350 feet to a degree. Between 4^ ° and 60

the descent is 450 feet to a degree ; the line of congelation at

the latter parallel being 3,800. And in 65 « it comes in con-^

tact with the earth, which gives a descent in the last space ot

700 feet to a degree. .

The air, like every other fluid, becomes more rarified, and

liphter, when its temperature is increased, and denser and

heavierwhen its temperature is diminished ; and in consequen«»

of this, the lowest stratum of the air, very often change^

place, with the stratum which rests immediately over it; and

ihe temperatures of the two, are kept more nearly the same,

than would otherwise be. When water is heated to 212 « at

the bottom of a pot, it becomes so much lighter as to rise up to

tlie surface, while the cooler water at the surface falls down

into its place, and thus occasions the phenomenon ot boiling i

m the air when heated at the surface of the earth, by the re-

flection and condensation of the rays of the sun, immediately

ascends to the place of the second or third stratum, while

the latter descends and talsCs its place.

If the temperature of the atmosphere, decrea?-eF, in pro-

portion as we ascend to greater elevations above the earth
;

.1

is also diminished, in proportion as we recede from the Equa-

tor, and advance towards the Poles. We have first the torrid,

then the temperate, and last of all the frigid zones. This dim-

inution of tlie heat of the air, according as we advance into

higher latitude?, may be imputed to the increa!=cd d.stance of

the sun from tliese latitudes; but this would have no sensible

eflect, were all other circumstances precisely the same. 1 hu
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povv«r of the sun, depends not orr his nearness, or distance
Irom the eartli

;
but on the angle of the coincidence of liis rava

With the artii. If we throw a ball at right angles a^rainst
a tree, or any other object, it will strike it with a far greater

•lorce,than it its direction ware so oblique that it merely grazed
on the sunace of the object, and started off on another course.
J he sun is more than two ixullicms of miles nearer to us in
December, than in June, and yet his power is far greater in
June, than m December; because in the latter, his raysM on
the earth mucli more obliquely, and consequently with a
greatly dimini-hed force. And !iot only do the rays which ac-
tually strike the earth, strike it with a greatly diminished force

;

but a tar smaller number of them actually comes into, contact
u-ith the eartli. It has bean c;..lcuiated that one fifth of the
niys ol the sun do not reach the earth at all, even when thcv
are vertical

;
that little more than two-thirds of them, reach it

•at an angle of fifty degrees; that about one fifth only reach it
at an angle of seventy degrees ; and that when their direction
IS horizontal, or parallel to the eartli's surface, there is no more
than one ray out of two thousand, that comes into contact witli
tlie earth at all

;
so as to produce anv effect. iUnder theEqua-

tor the mean direction of the sun's rays is vertical or perpendi-
'cular; and in that ])jace they have their greatest eflect; hut
<or every parallel of latitude towards the North, or South, their
direction becomes more oblique, and their force is diminished in
tiie same proportion.

As the temperature of the air depends primarily, on the ae-
ti )n of the sun, it is natural to suppose, that any two, or more
p.aces m the same paraHel, ai.d at the same elevation, should
enjoy or suffer the same clinjate

; because they receive the
rays of the -un at the s^ime angle, and in equal numberg

; and
this opinion is entertained by many, who have not i.aiddueat-
tent.on to the subject. Mr. Youig has asserted it as an indis-
putable truth, in )li^• « Letters of Agricola ; ' with a view to en-

• courage the Farmers of this Province, to cut down their forests
and cultivate their land. According to him nothing more than
tills is necessary, to traiisrer the delightful climate of Italy, to
INovji Scotia; and make the shores of the St. Lawrence, and
the Bay of Fundy, like the flowery hanks of the Loire, and
tue l^o. The oljject of this representation is certainly praise-
iworthy in fiie lu'diCJ* d'"n'ep v^t m- Ism- c. -

^ .- — V. i-i^uv^, u, gjf^t, \%^i v\v iku c icuton 10 suspect

ca,
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that the representation itself, is little more than a delightful

dream. The severity of our climate is the effect of an esta-

blished, and permanent law of natuii; and that law wil be

but little affected, by the influence of the axe, the mattock, or

^ ^

The dffference between the climates of Europe, and Ameri-

ca, was observed at a very early period, and different ways

were taken to account for it. It was most frequently imputed

to the magnitude, and height of the mountains of America,

and the number and extent of its lakes, and capacious mlets ot

the sea. These reasons may satisfy those who are disponed to

be satisfied, but thev will never satisfy men of vvell-mformed,

and inquisitive minds ; for if there are elevated ridges m the

new world, there arc still more elevated ridges in the old.

Hinh as Chimborazo raises its summit, it will not lor a mo-

ment bear a comparison, with the more majestic and towering

hciahts of the Dhavvalagiri, andjewahir; and i the Andes,

ancl the stony mountains of America, affect its climate, why

should not the Himmalaya, and the Altai, the Hindoo Koosh,

and other elevated ridges of Central Asia, and Europe, have an

equally unfavourable effect upon the climate of the old world.

And as for the lakes, and arms of the sea, in ^orth America,

they should on the known and acknowledged laws of nature,

have the opposite effect of what is imputed to them, liie

melting of the ice which is formed on fhem in the wmter sea-

son wUl no doubt have the effect of keeping the spring cold,

and making the summer later ; but they should also delay the

approach of winter, and mitigate its severity when it does

come. During the summer these lakes, and arms of the sea,

take in a vast store of heat, which is slowly returned to the

air, after it begins to cool by the shortening of the days, and

the departure of the sun to the southern hemisphere.

Humboldt was the first who, discarding conjecture and lan-

ciful theorising, made the clear, and steady light of science, to

bear on the point under consideration; yet he did little more

than to point out the path, which in due
!'";f

,^^" ^«"^"*^^

others, to a full, and satif-factory solution, of all the difficulties

bv which it is beset. From a cautious, and minute comparison,

of a great number and variety of observations, partly made by

himself, in different parts of the world, and partly communica-

2d to him by otherSj on whoEe accuracy, he could tully de-
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pend, he formed a system of Isothermal Lines, or lines where
the nl^an temperature is the same, although they run through
different parallels ; and from these it appears, that|'the line of
32 ^ the freezing point, commences in Lapland, in lat. 66 ®

,

and taking a course so many points to the southward, passea
tlirough Table Bay in Labrador, in lat. 54- °

, and continuing
nearly the same course, through a considerable part of the con-
tinent of North America, it again takes a North West course,
till it at last reaches the latitude of its commencement, some-
where on the Western side of that continent. The line of
mean Temperature 4'1 ® begins at Stockholm, the capital of
Sweden in lat. GO ''^

, and running in a direction a very little

less southerly than the former, passes through St. George's Bay
in Newfoundland, and Rustigouche in New Brunswick, in lat.

48 ° 30 ' and following nearly the course of the former,
comes again to the lat. of 60 °

. The line of mean Temper-
ature 50 ®

, commencing in B^^gium in lat. 50 ®
, runs through

Massachussets, in lat. 42 ® 30
'

, and the line of mean Tem-
perature 39 ®

, commencing in Italy, in lat. 43 ®
, runs through

North Carolina, in lat. 36 ® . These lines are not then alto-

gether segments of circles, but are more properly speaking parts
of ellipses, and become more inclined to straight lines, as they
become more southerly. The higher the latitude, the greater
is the difference between the temperatures of Europe, and the
eastern parts of North America ; and the nearer the Equator,
it is proportionally less. The greatest difference in the lat. of
30 «

, is only 3 =>
, in lat. 40 ®

, it is increased to 8 ° , in lat.

50 ® , to 12 ®
, and in lat. 60 <=

, to 16 <^
.

These differences in temperature, are found only to exist be-
tween the western parts of the old world, and the eastern parta
of the new ; for the temperatures of Europe, and the western
coasts ofN. America, are nearly the same in the same parallels.

On the other hand, the eastern parts of the old world, correspond
as nearly in regard to climate, as the eastern parts of the new.
Thus, for instance, the climate ofPekin, is as near as possible the
climate of Philadelphia, which is in the same degree of lat. with
it; and the climate ofKamschatka, is not milder than that of La-
brador. These facts led Humboldt to the hasty conclusion^
that the eastern sides of all great continents, are colder than
their western sides ; but into the causes ofa fact so incautiously

awumed, that distinguished philosopher doea not venture to

inquire,
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fertnuire. His authority however has been deertied sufficient,

by the maioritv of writers on physical Geography, while those

who have had the courage to dissent from an authority so

respectable, or perhaps dlffored from it without knowing it, have

continued to insist on the influence of mountains, lakes, and

woods, as sufficient in (hemsclvcs to account for the whole.

It would appear, that the attention of the scientifac world,

has been di-awn anew to this very interesting and important

inquiry, in consequence of the discoveries which have lately

been made, through the recoiit expeditions into the Arctic

te-ions; and it appears to me that these discoveries, at east

in so far as Magnetism is concerned, may be so exhibited, a.j

to place the matter under consideration, both irl a new, and

most interesting light. , • i »

It has boon fully ascertalnea , that instead of there being but

one Magnetic Pole, or centre of Magnetic attraction, there are

two in each of the hemispheres ; that they are placed in op-

Dosite sides of the globe, and consequently at the distance oi

180 degrees on each hand, from one another. The tvvo m the

Northern hemisphere have been found to be placed m the 71

North lat. and the probability is, that the two in the Southern

hemisphere are in the corresponding degree of Southern lat.

We can form a correct idea of their true, a'nd also of their

relative positions, by taldng a ball of worsted, to represent

the earth, and running a piece of wire j, or knittmg needle

through its centre, to represent its axis ; then take other two

knitting needles, and run them also as nearly as possible through

the centre, but in ralheif opposite directions^ or nearly in tlie

form of a St. Andrew's Cross ; having the needle that re-

presents the axis of the earth, fair between tbem at both ends

;

and they at such distances from it, as may be suppose:! to

correspond, with the 71st degrees of N. and S. latitudes
;
and

we will have a representation in the ends of the tvvo diago-

nal needles, of the position of the four Magnetic Poles. Let

it farther be considered, that these Poles are not stationary, like

the Poles of the earth, but are continually moving at a given

rate, from East, to West, and keeping at the same distances

from one another. And let it be, observed moreover, that

each of tliese Poles, forms, by itself, a separate or distinct axis,

of Magnetic currents, which move aroiihd.it at right angles, or
P . . , , -.K •._ J! J.: - «^.l 4l,«f

in a plane tnat is pcq
.1 i„,. with ilg dlj-ection : and th.at

B
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these currents form lines on the surface of the Globe, which'
are called Isodynamic lines, or lines, in vviuch their intensity,
or power is found to be the same. Now the centres of these
Magnetic rurrenls, or the axis round which they respectively
move, being placed obliquely to the axis of the earth, and the
currents themselves moving at right angles witli them, mu^aj)-
proach the E |uator more nearly, at the one side than they do
at the other. By jnitting a circular piece of paper upon one
of the needles, reprerfentinj* the Magnetic Poles, and bringing it

t.) right angles with it, we will both see that this must be the
case, and also llie reason why it must be s ). It is not I be-
lieve known as yet, what disturbing cau.-;cs may exist, to pre-
vent the Isodynamic lines of Mag:ietism, to describe perfect
circles around their centres, and conseciuently to form paral-
lels, like the degrees of latitude ; excepting this, that the inten-
sity of magnetism, is sensibly eHected by heat, and cold. It is

known to be augmented by every augmentation of cold, to the
utmost degree tiiat can be artificially produced ; and to be di-
minished by every increase of heat, till the thermometer ris-

es at least to 100 ^ . If we suppose then that tiie Isodynamic
lines, are acted upon in the usual way by an increase of heat,
they cannot preserve the circular form, but must take the
elliptical, in their lower sides, and come to a correspondence
Avith the Isothermal lines of physical geography. This it

must be allowed, is only stating what ought to be the case, and
not what is actually proved to be so ; for we have not sufficient

information on this subject to enable us to lay down the precise
direction of the l9odynam:ic lines. Professor Hansteen of
Christiana, who has already done a great deal to solve many
of the problems of the science, has been engaged for some
years, in making observations in Asiatic Russia, and when he
has completed these, the public may expect a full and authen-
tic account of the matter.

Thj above discussion may appear to be quite foreign to my
purpose, or at least very little connected with it; but I shall be
able to show, that this is not the case. After a certain pro-

gress had been made in the discoveries just referred to, it be-
came perfectly clear, that there is some connection between the

intensity of cold, and that of Magnetism, and it began to be
suspected that the maximum points of the two, miglit be found
to be at iio great distance from one another ; and the ibllovv-

W-
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incr ob«e-vat'.ons are made on this subject in the Edinburgh Re-

view, No. 124, p. 447, 448— " In perusing Commander

Ross's nairalive re>;peci;i.g the Magnetic Pole, we have been

much surprised to find that neither he nor Captain Ross, has

made the sr,"i»te(<t reference to the Pole of maxmuim cold,

which is placrd in or near the regions which they visited, and

which is sill pcsed to be couicident witli the Magnetic Pole.

Our reader:^ may not perhaps have heard, that it has been prov-

ed, bv numerous eb.ervations, that the Pole of the Equator

is poftiie Pole of greatest cold, as had always been believed,

till it was shown by Sir David Brewster that there were two

Po'e^ of maximum cold in each hemisphere. This singular

distribution of heat was deduced from observations made by

Mr. Scorcsby, in the East of Greenland; and from those ol

Sir Charles Gieseck^ and the Governors of the Danish Settle-

ments in West Greenland, extending over a period of nearly

seven years. It was confirmed by all the Meteorological ob-

servations made by Captain Parr>' and Captain Franklin, and

may be considered to be as well estabUslied as any other physi-

cal fact. ^ . n •

« The position assigned to the Pole of maximum cold m
North America was 73 ® N. lat. and 100 ® of West long.,

-^a point Uttle,more than two degrees to the .North of the

Magnetic Pole." This the 'Reviewer considers as strikingly

confirmed by a fact which Captain Ross has mentioned inci-

dentally, but of which he made himself fully certain, antl

from which it appears that the Thermometer fell very rapidly

as they approached tlie position of the Magnetic Pole.

*^ These facts," adds the Reviewer " approximate more

clo«ely dum had been done before, the Magnetic and the Nor-

thern Pole:,." (Does he not mean the Magnetic and the cc/./

Poles ? )
" And it is highly probable that they will be found t(»

have some higher and closer connexion than that of accidental

locality. If this sliall prove to be the, case, the cold Pole will

make the circuit of the earth in 1890 years, and we shall thus

obtain a satisfactory explanation of those remarkable revolu-

tions which are indicated not only in the climate, but in the

animal and vegetable productions of the Globe."

It has been "already stated, tliat there are but 3 degrees of

diffi^rence, between the * temperature of the old world, and thart

of the new in lat. 30 ^
; and that the difference continues t«*)
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amoiintK
increase till in lat. 60 »

it l,as also teen noled ITr' "^ ''

"," "^""''"* •"'
''«°'i ""1
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nervations ml " wfth , H ^™'"""f
^"^^ '"'"""' f™"- "b- '

or the oL?in ti fr.V'^f..'^' ^ ^'''* "'*'^«^ ^^ '^'^ one,'uic uiner in the half of the time, or in 945 vpnr« TuPOrbit or course is in the 71 « N kt nn J fh! ^ .'^'''

or the one , in .he 100 0^^^. wttef"K^
nere a question may naturally arise

: if the cold Pnl. iv.moving ,n connection with the Magnetic Pd« „r ;f
• .u^

words they be one and the sani^, Jd a:^t(in~ flf *

pitbene no trace of their passage tliroueh tl
^' -th ^f v ^

-idian of EuropeK ilevetth ndC rTc lUV'"
^I.ionTtrat":""V" *"P^^'' =" ^«' o'-Me.eoroTo^icT;"^

Tb rdeeds andin 'r
' ","'"' ' FT''

•"" 1^' »d memor-

would be found of the state of the cimr Th"\
""'"^

of Charles thp t^nth JT .
'""""«. The historiansu. v^nariea me tenth, of Sweden, inform us that the ice was^srongon the Little Belt, in 1058, that he marched W

7nfLZi;:iZ^j'1l <"' '"=« ^"^g^"^' -"d heavy art e^?nu tiiere are various other ways, in which the siate of the

V
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climate, or the weather, may come to be noticed in the annals

of nations. It appears that there are such notices m the clu o-

nlclesortl^etimii; and they are said to have been c^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

with great industry, and attention to the subject, by Toaldo aiul

Pilgram, of a pailof whose work in Ge.-man, a very mtere.-

ting abstract is given in No. 59 of the Edm. Rev., p. 23 to oO

The following statements are copied Irom it. ' In H^cJ, i

was extremely cold in Italy ; the Po was frozen from Cremo-

na to t^^"^.; the roads Jere impassable from the quantity o

snow ; the wine casks burst, and the trees split, by U.e action ol

Uie frist, with immense noise." "In 1216, tlie rojroze
»

^

ells deep; in 1234 the Po was again frozen, and heavy teams

and loaded waggons crossed the Adriatic on the ice. In U3>

rdeep and majestic river of the Danube was arrested m is

course, and converted into a solid ma«s of ice from the top tu

the bottom". It is evident, that the cold was the Ji.ost vevere

in the centuries from which these years are taken
;
but thert

were cold winters before these centuries, and a so after them ,

nnd the coldappears to have been greater in tlie East ol Ln-

rope, before .these periods, and in the West after them; for ...

763, the Hellespont itself was covered With ice, and in l-bJ

the Categat was frozen so as to be passable all the way trcm

No:-way to Jutland.
i. xt ^u a ^^

It is but little that we know of the climate of North Amc-

rk3a in those days, but the little that we do know, gives c^,un-

tenance to the opinion that it must have been equal, il nut

superior to the climate of Europe. Greenland was discover-

ed in 982, by Eric Rande or the Red, a turbulent and plun-

dering Nonvogian chief, who had been banished to Icelaiu

Honie time before on account of his misdeeds. He wmtered

in the new countrv, and had therefore a veiy fair -opportumty

of becoming acquainted with its climate ;
and he not only U-

t^towed on it the name of Greenland, on account of its venluro,

but gave such a flattering account of it generally, as induced

a number of emigrants to repair to it, from diflerent countries

'.iinm^y whom were some from Orkney and Shetland, and otlicr

Northern parts of Scotland. In 1062, Lief the son of Enc,

explored the countiy so far to the South, that he wintered j« a

[)lace, where the shortest day was 8 hours long ;
tind that niu^t

of course, have been in the f^2 = or 53 ^ N. lat., and c< nsr-

cjucRtlv on the coast of Labrador, or Newfoundland. Ar.d
^ •

* m
I
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If we go back again till near the commencement of ih»Clins ,an era, when another of the cohl, or Magnetic Pole.^M have l«en parsing over the NorU rf Eu
'
tenil fin. the wr.ters of that age, representing the cZa e inllie East, and Nortli, as uncommonly r^TOron., in ,1,1 ,

..a.on Every bc^ly know., that tlfe P^O id :Jl:Zl
tZv' "" "'"/''•"'" *™^ "f ""^ Enxino, or Black &a>y the Emperor Augustus, where he romaino, for JI,

'

en year., and he represents that sea, as b.i ^^ asthletV:ce, m the wmter season, and as having in his iv
'

7ewVl^raversed by loaded teams of oxen. An/vLnZ^^Zthe mhahitants about the Northern shores of the Killt

v;.:^^;ters'":?^'^""^''''-^^^"^^^^^^^iMur, vessels of brasH," says he " arp frprii.ar.«i„ i

-mder; their clothes grow stiif on^-eirbactT ^ jI^t!io,rw,new,th axes; whole pools are suddenly cor k 1 •
and ,c,cle« dnng'e from thei, uncombed beards?'' Many o' her'accounts could be produced, were it necessar.-, of I. 7
trerae seventy of the climate of the East, and North of Euope, m that age. Columella, who wrote in the davs of C^ula represents ,t as ^ginning to improve, in his time, audit

:;'n in^Z m-hlfe':^^''^^''^
^"°'^"' *° "^'^ '^^'>-^

,Such are the grounds on which I shodosp. thnt iV.a Tu«». 1
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nctic or cold Pules visit every meridian of the Globe, in rcgu^

liir periodH, of nearly ten centuries. It is not m>prohal>le that

the perioiis mav be eonievvhat longer than haa been supposed
;

for though Hansteen has calculated the mean annual motion

of the Magnetic Pole to be 11 min. and 4 sec, as has been al-

ready stated, there are others who consider this point as not

yet fully settled. I have been the more full, and particular,

in the discussion of ihis point, of the cause of the d.flerence

lM3tween the climate of Europe, and thatot America, because

the view given of it is now, because so far as I know, the

reasoning now used in support of it, is also new, and on these

accounts it should have been rendered as full and clear as

^TfU?e position of the cold Pole be moveable, and if it be

the same as is supposed, wHh the Magnetic Pole
;
milder

seasons than we have hitherto experienced, will ngam be en-

iov-^d in this country^ and it is not impossible, that the late-

ness of our springs, and coldness of our summers, for some

years past, may be connected with the commencement of heir

return. The first symptoms of a change to the better, will be

winters a verv- little milder, followed by late springs, and cold-

er and wetter summers : for if the mean temperature of our

climate be raised, it will have the effect m the first instance

of detaching from its moorings, a great mass of that ice,wh.ch

has been accumulating for ages in the arctic regions; and this

reaching our latitudes before it is melted, a ^eat proportion of

our heat will necessarily be expended in the process ;
and the

temperature both of the waters, and the atmosphere, will be

owered accordingly. But this effect will only be temporanr

;

for the more moveable masses of ice m the arctic seas, will

soon be disengaged, and the consumption ol heat occasioned

by them, will soon be at an end.

The actual amelioration of the climate, however, dt^s not

keep pace with the causes in which it originates. Winter

does not set in as the days shorten, nor does summer return

as their length is increased. During the summer, xue earth

and sea, have been taking in a store of the surplus heat, which

they gradually return in the decline of the year, and by so dol-

ing keep off the approach of winter for a time. On the other

hand, in the beginning of the year, though the days become

lopanr- thP. novver of the sun is counteracted, and hisijgat I
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wasted, in the melting of the ice, and snow of the winter ^

and the spring is kept hack till these are gone. And although
vvc were at present nearer than we really are, to the division
line hctween the operation of the two Magnetic Poles, we
nnght not be «o close on that amelioration of the climate, to
winch 11 may be reasonably expected to lead.

There are many important changes in the temperature of
tbe air, which are local, and temporary'. The lower strata ofte atmosphere, are, generally speaking, proportionally war^n-
cr than the higher

;
but this order is occasionally reversed. \

J hermometer placed on the top of Arthur's seal, near Edin-
''Urgh, was sometimes observed in the winter season, to indi-
cate a greater (Jegree of heat, tlian another which was placed,
about 700 ieet below it. And ... n.: unfrequently observe
logp, and other symptoms of mildness, on the tops of our
mountains m this country, while the frost continues very in-
tense in the plane below. There is at the surface of the earth
a regiuar current of air, from each of the Poles, towards the
iieLquator; where being heated, and rarified, it mounts up

•0 tne iiigher regions, from whence it is returned again to the
1 oles, to perform the same -circuit anew. And thoueh its
temperature is redu'-ed in the upper regions, it sometimes rel
niaiiis h-glier than the s^ate to which it is reduced in cold
weather at the surface of the earth.
The temperature of the air may sometimes appear to us tonave been reduced, when it has actually been raised, and that
a very considerable degree. It is no uncommon thing tohear conipla.nts of the chilliness of the air, at the commence-

ment of a thaw. Now when the snow is beginning to meltaround us, it cannot possibly be becoming colder. But there
IS nothing attended with a greater waste, or consumption ofheat than the melting of ice. The heat that v.-ould raise
J;iO lbs. ol water, one degree, would do no more than melt a
single pound of ice, which had been already heated to themeltimrpomtorSoo of Fahrenheit. When ihe melting of
ice therefore, is going on, there is a very great absorption of
^eat going on along with it, and the capacity of the air for the
n^ception of heat, is constantly increasing during the process
and tiie consequence is, tliatthe heat which is generated in our
bodies, radiates more rap'dly and more copiously from their
eurfaces, and this is attended wiUi a sensation r.V rold. Oa

cair

It
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Ae other hand, vvh.en it is freezing moderately, there is not the

same absorption of heat going on around us, and that which

is generated within our systems, not being withdrawn so rapiU-

Iv from them, serves to keep us in a more comfortable state.

The great waste, or coniumption of heat, attendant on the

melting of ice, snd snow, is a wise and benevolent arrangemem

of nature. All sudden and great transitions, from cold to

heat, and mce versa, are injurious to every thing possessing vi.

tality : and it is of the utmost importance, both to animal, and

vegetable existence, to have these moderated, and kept within

lK)unds. Besides, were ice, and snow, as r.asily naelted, as

air or even w^ter is heated, a thaw, aller a heavy fall ofsnow,

would produce such a sudden and excessive rise, in all runn-

ing streams of water, as could not fail, to be attended with the

most distastrous consequences to many. ,. ,, •„.

It only remains, on this department of the subject, to point

out the means by which the temperature of the atmosphere i3

preserved, and equahsed. The earth is not a good conductor

of heat, and for ttiat reason it penetrates but a short way into

it ; and were there no other means of transmitting it .rom ppe

place to another, itwoijld ^oon a^rpmul^&tp to such a degree,

within the tropics, as to ruin every living thing. While at the

same time, the arctic and even the temperate zones, would not

have enough to carr>' on the various and important processes,

for which it is required. A powerful heat, produces no sensir

ble effect through a vei^ few feet of mAson vvork, and it would

be long before it penetrated through the earth, from the 30

to the 60° of latitude. The surface of the earth receive*

and reflects the rays of the sun, and by so doing renders them

a great deal more powerful, than they wou d otherwise be ,

but when it has accomplished this it goes htt e farther, an^

leaves it as it were to other agents to distribute that heat which

it has evolved, or put in motion, more equally over its whole

extent

The* sea is the great agent employed by nature, in aocom-

plishing thi« important object. From the transparency ol vya-

It, it is easily penetrated by light, and heat, and the rays of Uio

sun do not only enter it with facility, but they descend to tht.

very bottom, and are equally diffused through the whole mass.

The waters of the ocean do not only receive those rays ol tne

sun, which fall upon thcmscivcs, but they are so distributQ4 I
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An'O'-'fa, cannot be the cause of the severi-'jy of It. chmate, as many eminent men have allc.,,1

air.
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W:iJn VV3 cons'ider the immense superficial extent of the

qea,ainoaatin^rtomorethaa two thirds of the surface of the

G'obe a-d add to it the vast depth of its waters, which accor-

ding to Laplace must be 12 miles, at an average, in order to

account for the usual rise and fall of the tides, and taking its

mean temperature at 55 => , we will see what a store of hea

it must have in reserve, and what the air may receive from it

before that store is exhausted.

Ill The next point to be considered, is the motion of the

air, arid the means by which it is occasioned. The air is very

oft^n either in appearance, or m reality, m ^ s^ate of e^^^^^

but it is easily agitated, and put in motion^ and is at all times

subject to changes, which have thts effect upon it. To Us

motions we give the name of breeze., and wmds, Sec; and

?iese maybe divided into three classes; namely, those that

a e constant in their motion, and unchangmg in their direc-

^m: those that are constant in their motion, but changeable

in their direction ;
and those that are inconstant, or changeable

'"'

with regard to the first of these classes of winds, namely,

those that are constant both in regard to their ^n)«t''«";.;/^J. ^j"

rection ; the heat of the sun is the graTid agent by which they

are fir. put in motion, and also by which their motions are re-

gulated, and maintained. When the temper^ure of any pa -

Liar place is increased, be the cause
'^^'^Y'.'^fJ^J^^Z

in that place becomes rarified, and lighter, ^^^ yielding o the

law of all fluids, it gives way to the pressure of the colder, and

Ln^er air in its nerghbourhood, which consequently rushes in,

anddLl^es i . Thelir within the torrid zone, being continually

eKposed to the powerful action of a vertical sun, ^s -ecessardy

heated to a great degree beyond that of the temperate, and frigid

zones, and is consequently pressed upon, by the denser air of

these egious, in both hemispheres, and forced upwards to a great

heicrht above the surface of the earth. It is so rarified, even

undr'the Equator, at an elevation of 20,000 feet, as to be to-

tally unfit for the purposes of respiration, yet it rises many

times higher, and still carries up a proportion of aqueous v a-

pour with it, fi,rthe Hinanalaya ridge which rises in the 3b

N.lat. to the gigantic height of 28,000 feet, is covered with

snow to its very summit

.

I
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whence they aj*e returned again to the Poles* And this re-

turn to the Poles, it is no hard matter to explain. If we take

the axis of the earth from the Equator to the Poles, for the

base of a triangle, and erect a perpendicular upon it at the

centre of the earth, the perpendicular* rising to the surface of

the earth at the Equfttt)r, will excee»l the length of the

, base by 35 miles, the earth being 70 miles less from Pole to

Pole, through the centre, than when measured through the

centre at the Equator* Then add to Ihis the 25 or 30 miles

more, that the atmosphere rises above the ettrth at the Equa*
tor than at the Poles, and the perpendicular will be 60 miles

longer than the base, which facilitates the descent of the air

from the Equator to the Poles* Being elevated to a height of

4i5 or 50 miles above the surface of the earth at the Equator,

and not being subjected to the full influence of the centrifugal

force, it naturally falls down the very steep descent towards the

Poles, and performs the same circuit anew*

This continued circulation of the air, betweeti the Eqtiator,

and the Poles, serves jnany iitiportant pui*poses in the economy

of nature. Among others it contributes to a more equal dis-

tribution of lieat over the GlobCj and what is of no less impor-

tance it tends to preserve the purity, and salubrity of the air.

As the blood when returned to the lungs by the veins, is no

longer ^i to be sent baclt into the system through the func-

tions of the arterieS) till it has been previously relieved of its

Buperabundant carbon, and has perhaps received a proportion

of oxygen, so the air in its passage over the earth, towards the

Equator, becomes in different respects deterioratedj and impreg-

nated with a variety of noxious qualities, but its return to the

Poles through the higher regions, and subjection to the action

of th« Polar frosts, purify and refine it^ and prepai-e it anew for

those important pui'poscs which it is intended to serve, both in

tlie animal, and vegetable economy of nature.

The second class of Winds vVhich I proposed to account

for, are those that are constant in their motion, but changeable'^,

and periodical in regard to their direction. The chief of these

are the Indian Monsoons, which blow one half of the year

from the North-West, and the other half from the South-East.

They are only a part of the Trade Winds already mentioned,

but subjv^ct to the control of local influences. I observed im

frgird iO iliC Trddu Winds, ihat ilicy come from opposite quar-

C
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fire those which are both inconrtant in their motion, r.nd

changeable in their direction. Nothing is more iiiconstiint or

more changeable than the wind in the temperate ngions.

Sometimes it is a perfect calm, and at other times it blows a

hurricane, and we have winds of all degrees cf violence, and

velocity, from one, to a hundred miles in the hour. And they

are not less chargeable in their direction, than in their velocity,

foi- they blow from all points of the composs, and may change

from one, to another, in a very short time. There can be no

doubt, that many of these changes have an electrx origin, and

it is not improbable that the greater part, if not the uhole of

them, may yet be traced to the influence of electricity. "VVbeu

an electric, or thundercloud rises in any quarterof the heaven?,

tlie wind blows towards it, in a very short tkne after its ccnk-

•mencement. Electricity contributes to this motion in two

•ways, which although distinct, are connected with one another.

In the first place it decomposes a part of the atmopphere, Rr4

creates a vacuum, which must be filled «p by the Eurrcundinjj

air; and in ihe second place, it evolves a portion of fixed, «r

latent -caloric, and consequerttly raises the temperature of th«

surrounding air for a time, and from both these causes, a ruth

13 created from all quarters towards the place wheje the chan-

:ge8 have happened.

Should the electric cloud, rise between us and an atmc«-

phere that is naturally warmer, and lighter, than that about us;

its extremeties may come nearer to us, by means of its in-

crease
;
yet the body of the cloud will generally sp>eaking bo

•moving to a greater distance from us ; because the lighter

breeze which has a tendency to bring it our way, is counterac-

ted and overcome, by the denser, and stronger current, which

caiTies it from us. When an electric cloud is formed, it com-

monly extends itself for a time in all directions, for as t^ocn

as the light breeze which blows towards it, in the first instance,

from all directions, comes within the range of the electric ac-

tion, it undergoes the same change,which that which had come

before it has undergone, and an addition is made on all sides

to the extent of the cloud
;
yet the density and strength of the

wind from the colder quarter, will increase more rapidly than

those of the wind from the warmer, and the latter will of

course be resisted from the beginning; by the f< rmer, and be at

last entirely overcome by it. Should the cloud, therefore, rise
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iK^tu'ccn us and a quaHer that is naturally colder, the denser
ancHtronger atmosphere, of that quarter,' will ovcrcon;e thJ
ighter, or more rarified wind, that i. oj.po.ed to it, and hrinsthe c.lou.1 our way Should a thunder cloud rise to the South-
ward, or Eastward, of the town of Pictou, it will very seldomcome much neart^to it ; but if it rise to the NorthvVard, orWestward oi tne Town, it will generally come over it, orpass
it at no great distance, on the one side or the other.

It sometimes happens, particularly in autumn, or about the
b^innnig of vymter, that after a warm and strong breeze from
the Sou hward, the wind comes suddenly round to the North,
oi- Northwest and bi-ings a complete Jhangeinthe weather.
Ihc cause of such a phenomenon is this, some local change
has taken place in the state of the atmosphere, at a distance

iZZ\: '"^ ^;f
or Northwest

; and the v^ind continuing
to blow towards it, both fr(,m the Soutlr.vard, and Northward
at the same t:me

;
and the former being the lighter, and les»

powerful of the two, is forced back by the stronger from th^
opposite direction; till at last tfce plaeeof meeting l)etweeu the

il^'Jfi
'*"'*. ^"^ P^''®' *'^'^'' "«' ^"^ ^^e come within the ao

tion 01 the colder, and denser current.
All fluids a«e subject to nearly Uie same laws, and there iaa striking resemblance between the motion of water, and that

niZ'^ i '''^*'*^^ * bucket-full of water out of one end of

«r!j f-n ;.

""^^ "^^'^ '^'" "^«^'« ^^'''"^'^ f^on^ the other

Uie bucket-lull be taken out of tlie middle of the trough tliere
will be a con-egpondent movement from the opposite sides, atthe same time; and in both cases, the motion will begin near-

^no.if ^^*^ '""^^'^ ^^'^ '''^^^'
'' ^^^^"^ «"*• The water that

will f11 Tf""""' .^*'^"« deprived of support on that side,

hi i '?! V^""^^
'''^'^^

'' "^^-^* ^« '* unsupported, and in
t us nay the motion will extend to the farthest extremities. In
I ke manner u-hen a part of the atmosphere has been remov.ed vhether by decomposition, or otherwise, the surrounding

m,i rr '".•*''• ^" "pits place, and what is behind that,must lollow ,t ,n Its turn, and so on till the whole is set in mo.

nnl ?/
^'""'^

'^"'f
"''^- ^"^^'^ » ^^'^^'^ P«'-tio" of the at.

fWlJ ,r
^7«ved and nothing more, its place would soon be

^lle(i up, and the whole coming to a level would be auain m
a Muie CI rest

;
but the same mlluence, which in the firg$
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instance, produced the motion, very often continues rt for a

time, for electricity continues to be elicited either, by tlie colU-

Bion and friction of the opposite currents, or by some otlier

cause; and the air as H rushes forward, is either decompose,

or rarified, so that the deficiency is still kept up, and the cui-

rent towards it ccntinues to follow.
. . „r

We often observe in a thunder storm, that one stratum ol

air moves in one direction, and another immediately above, or

below it, in an opposite one ; for the clouds cross, and recros-

one another, and appear to be in the greatest confusion, and

disorder. Now it is known, that on such occasions, the ^nnie

cloud will suddenly change from a negative, to a positiv^e stahi

of electricity, and back again to a negative ; and these changes

must have correspondent effects on the state, and consequently

on the motions of the air.
,, • *i, i^^rx^r

The winds are ajrreat deal more changeable m he temper-

ate regions, than within the tropics ; and in well cultn«^ed,and

thickly inhabited countries, than in barren and desert plam^..

The constancy of the winds within the tropics, is

^f
1 ^^"^^^"'^

and Barnes informs us in his travels to Bokhara, that in the

elevated, and barren plains of Turkistan, the wind seldom or

never charges ; but continues Northerly through the whole

year. This may perhaps be owing to the circumstance, that in

warmer climates, the region of positive electricity is removed

toa greater distance from the earth. As we ascend from the

lovvcM-,to the higher legions of the atmosphere, its positive

electricity becomes more intense, and if this depend on tuc

mean density of the air, the region of electricity must be near-

er to the earth, in the temperate, than the torrid zone
;
and n.

discharges, with their consequences, may be more frequent m

the former, than in the latter.
^ r ^v^ «;,.

There are however electric ehnnges in the state ot the an,

in the wanner, as well as in the colder regions; but

Uieyai-e both less frequent, and less extensive, llur^^ane^,

and Tornadoes, are visitations from which the cokerrrgK;n^

are exempted ; and the phenomenon of tlie whirlwind, is most

frequently seen in extensive deserts. This is occasioned by-a

Euddcn, and great charge, in the .tale of the atmos] here, bi.t

confined to a very limited space. Powerful currents ari.

brought into collision, from opi)Osite qr.arters, ai^^l
F^f<^"^''

^.'^

•balanced resistance to one another, th(7 are lomicu inw a ;.p^a
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eddy, or spiral motion. It is probable, that by their powerful
action on one another, heat is evolved, and that they are ra^
pidly and greatly rarified, for they ascend witli great force from
Ihe earth, and carry up a variety of substances along with tliem.
When opposite currents thus encounter and turn upon a cen-
tre; any cloud, or other body which comes within its ranee>
IS drawn into the vortex, and if light enough to ]ye lifted up by it
it IS rolled more closely together, and carried upwards in a ra^
pid wiiirl. When tins takes placo at sea, it fc^rms the water*
fipout; and if it happens^ as it ver>' fi-equently does on exten-
sive sandy plains, it raises lofty toliHnns of sand, xvhidi move
to and fro, over the desert, according as the dirterent currents
preponderate, tmd when at last it dies away, a large pile of sand
IS lormed, which has been known in some insUmces, to bury
a whole caravan in its fall.

Of the variable winds, one from tl>e Soutli, is tire most com-
mon in the Northern hemisphere, and one from the North, in
the Southern hemisphere. In Euro])e the wind blows from
ilie Southwest, about 126 days, or one third of the year ; and
diflerent hypothesis have been formed for the purpose of ac-
counting for the circumstance. If I may venture to give an
opinion of my own, upon a subject on which men of the
highest respectability have speculated, it is this ; that Soutl er^
ly winds are occasioned by the Aurora Borealis, or Northern
Lights. Diflercnt theories have been formed respecting this

remarkable meteor, but that of Dr. Trail appears to be the
most probable, namely ; that while different processes are go-
ing on, on the earth, a proportion of Hydrogen gas is disen^at^*

ed, which being very considerably lighter than common at-

mospheric air, ascends through its own buoyancy to the upper
surface of the atmosphere, from whenc6 h descends towards
tlie Poles, where it is collected in such qXiantities as to be ig^

nited by electricity, as it comes in contact with the oxygen of
the upper regions. Supposing this to be the fact, there will on
•every appearance of the meteor be a vacuum created in the
almospliere, by the condensation, and burning of a poilion of
the gases ; and that will give rise to a Southerly wind. Now
it is a well known fact that the Aurora Borealis is generally

followed by a Southerly wind, at least in the higher latitudes,

and that the farther North, this is so much the more common.
When the meteor is brilliant, and rises to a great height in the
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wards to tlie higher regions ; and its greater accumulation
tliere, will hasten itw detjcent again to the Poles; while the
cold air from the Poles, has been precipitated on the South,
and diminished the temiKjrature of the warmer regions, the air
from within the tropics has taken its place ; and though cooled
in its passage throi gh the upper regions, it is still warmer than
the air about the latitudes of the Magnetic Poles, and even to
a considerable distance to the South^^ard of them.

I have thus pointed out the principal causes, by which the
equUibiium of the air is disturbed, and currents of it are put
in niotion

;
and in so far as these are known, they are ascer-

tained to be, an increase of the tempeiature, or a diminution
of tlie quantity, in one place and not in another.

IV. It will now be proper to pay some attention to the
Moisture of the atmosphere, or the quantity ofaqueoifs vapour
coniained in it

; tcgether with the manner in which it receives
it, and afterwards retums it again to the earth. That the at-
mosphere contains a proportion of v^•ater, is universally admit-
ted

; but different opinions are entertained, resjiccting the state
in which it exists in it. Some maintain, that it is held in a
state of solution in the air, as sugar, and salt, &c. are held in
water; andothers, that it mixes or combines with the air, in
the state of steam. It would be going outof my -way, to en-
ter into this controversy, and I shall therefore take the latter
opinion for granted

; as it is certainly the most common, and
appears to meto be the best supported, and most probable of
tlie two.

When a quantity of water is exposed 1o the -air, its volume,
•or bulk, is gradually diminished, till it entirely disappears ; and
-this process is continued under different degrees of temperature
or whether the air be warm or cold. Indeed it may be a
question whether water is most rapidly dried up, in an intense
heat, or in an intense frost. The atmosphere then, is continu-
ally receiving a supply of water from the earth, in the form of
vapour

;
but there are times v/hen the process of evaporation

• goes on with more activity than at others. It was ascertained
by the experiments of Halley, thatwater exposed to a dimmer
heat, loses by evaporation in the course of twelve hours, one
cubic inch for eveiy ten square inches of its surface, and con-
r«>quently tiiat every square mile of water, loses 6,914 tons,
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When water has been converted into vapour, its volume, or
'bulk is increased no ]es;s than 1800 timc^•, by the charge, and
in consequence of this extraorchnary exjansion, it becomes
proportionally lighter than air, and r\^es to tlie higher regions
of the atmosphere. The vajjour sonietiniee aj'jxars fioni the
to]) of the Ancles, to be susj.enilcd over the pacific ccean, at
the height of 10,000 or 11,000 feet ; but at other timers
•doudfi are seen floating, at on elevation of several thousands
of {ci^i, above their highest MiniTnits

; and it is well known,
that tlie niott lofty ^eaks of the Hinurnlayan ridge, are crown-
ed w-ith e\'erlastir.g frost, and snow. This rise of aqueous va-
pour to tlie hgher regions of the atmosphere, is necessary for
tlio supply of brooks, and ri'v^ers, which have generally their
s«>UFce^? in the Ifgher grounds, and which are of essential ser-

^ vice to man and all the inferior animals.
So far as i kn(Av, no tlieory has >et been proposed, that will

account in a clear and sattjsfactorj- manner, for all the pheno-
mena, attending the condensation of vapour, into cloudp, end
its descent to the earth in the form of rain. Sometimes tlie

heavens are overcast with clouds durirg tl>e night, and clear
through the day

; and at other times, it is the very reverse.

—

One thing is certain, that it never begins to r^in till the firma-
ment is either partially, or generally overcast, and the invisible
moisture with which the air is saturated, has become- vesicular.
Moreover, it seldom, or nev«r l^appens, that the atmosphere
becomes gradually dark, or that tire 'charrge coimmences with
a jiglit, and igeneral liaze, which gradually thickens, and be-
comes closer, till the rain commences. When those chargea
in tlie state of the air, which are followed by fain, have an
electric origin, they evidently commence in a particular place,
wl»ere a ck>ud makes its appearance, which is gradually iit-

creased, sometimes by its own extension, but more frequently
by the addition of other clouds, which start vp around it, ami
one after another, become connected with it. But when the
change which leads to rain has not an electric origin, the clouds
do not arise in the quarter tcwards which the wind blowg,
but rather in the quarter from which it comes. This is more
especially the case, when the wind is Southerly.
On such occasions, there is usually a darkness in the south-

em quarter of the heavens, which rests on the horizon, and
.fis^s to a greater or less he'ght, according as it is nearer or more

tlK

with
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<r,9tanl fi'om us. When it approaches nearer us, a number of

Si amUUfmct clo«;l., appear to arise overtlje fac«ofit,

and take 1 eir Bigluin ra^id succession, towards the north
;
m

th^ cou^e of wiUch they frequently increase, and form larger™ by uniting with one another. While this ,<, gomg on™
owe" regions of the atmosphere, but still at a cons.tov

a" le distance from the earth, the upper strata are overspread

w^U.ahaze, which is at first lighter, b«t g'^^'l"''''/ »'"*«"*•

Tn continues to descend, till it fulls totte region of the flymg

c"oudi and when all are formed intaonemass the whole he*-

vens are quickly overspread, down to the horizon, and theram

loon begins to fall. These phenomena may be observed by

everyone, but they take place at too great a distance from

^s to be narrowly e.-camined, and all that we can do, .s to form

what may be considered aa probable conjectures, concermng

*''wecrn attain to a greater degree ofcertainty, respecting the

amount of aqueous vapour contained in the air, and the quarj-

mv of atn which it cai yield at any given time. I have d-

ready stoted, that at the level of the sea, a column of mttr

of 34 feet in height, is equal in weight to a column of air, ofthe

eame dimension? in other respects, but extenAng in. height to

Set boundaries. Were the whole of the ahnosphere

Sien convertible into water, and did the vapour contained in ,t

cLnsmute the whole of its weight, >*

-°tiofThe 'lotto
much water as would cover the whole surface of the glotw to

Se depth of 3* feet. But it is only a small proportion ofthe

Sr,2t is convertible int.. water, and that proportion can te

ascertained to a nearness. Water is » compound of i ofox-

yrn?and S of hydro^jn, combined with acertam proportion of

EwhUbei^impondemble, adds nothing to its weight.

Srair contains no more than 21 parts m the WO ofo^y-

Z it can onlv afford materials for the formation of 63 parti

rtheloSofvUer; supposing that the whole o its oxy^

W3 e so appropriated, and tl«tt hydrogen could be found m suf-

ficfent quantity to make up the compound. But as such *.

~^nt althis, were it possible, would be instantly faU^

toev^y thing possessing a principle of v'tahty, . is out of .^
question. But W3 are under no necessity of reasonmg in th^

way, for the air like every other compound with which we are

acquainted, can be subjected, and has b(«n subjected to a

^

V
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chemical analysis
; and tliere is no knotvn process, l)y which

a greater annount o( water could be separated from, or formed
o\it of it, than would \^e sufficient to cover the surface of the
Globe, to tlie depth of 34 or 35 inches

; and even this could
not be done without decomposing it, and rendering it unfit, for
•the support of animal and vegetable life.

Now it has been fulhr established^ by observations made
and often repeated in different parts of the world, and by many
tlillcreni individuals, that not more than 34. or 35 inches of rain
at an average, fall upon the earth in the course of the year, in
the temperate zone. It appears then, that the rain which fallsm the temperate zone, in the course of the year, is the same
in amount with the quantity of water contained in the air, at
any given time, or which could be sei)arated from it, by decom-
l>osition, and that it is two or^three inches less, than the water
which it receives in the same region in the course of the
year, by the process of evaporation. This is a curious fact
and I do not know that it has hitherto been noticed, or that any
one has thought of enquiring into its cause.
The s a.ntity of rain that falls in some parts of the torrid, is

much greater than that which falls in the temperate zone ; and
It IS not a ditRcult matter to discover, both the cause of this
and also its design. I have already shown, that owincr to the
greater heat, and rarefaction of the air in the Equatoriafre-j-ionf!
tJje annual evaporation there, is 100 inches, or upwards, while
It IS only 36, or 37, in the temperate regions. And within
the tropics the average quantity of rain^ that falls within the
year,

; mounts accordingly, to 100, or 110 inches. The rate
of evaporation, and the quantity of rain in the different zones,
thus appear to correspond nearly with one another. In the
teniperate zones, the rate of evaporation has been given at 36,
or 37 inches, in the year

; while the quantity of rain has been
stated to be only 34- inches. But the difference is easily ac-
counted lor, by the fogs, and dews, and drizzly rains, which
cannot be atcertained by the Pluviometer. It may perhaps be
thought, that the excess of evaporation over the rain that fallsm the temperate regions, goes to make up the more abundant
ram. But this cannot be the case, for the moisture '^hat falls
Within the tropica, must be equal to that which is taken from
the earth, otherwise it would in time he entirely dried up ; but
two or three inches in the year, da not seem to be an over-
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allowance, for thQ fogs, and dews, &c. of the temperate re-

^'^The greater heats of the Equatorial regions, render a great-

er quantity of rain necessar>', for the support of vegetation,

^nd other important objects for which water is required
;
and

the fall of rain, must always bear a near proportion to the ratv\

of evaporation, otlierwise the earth might be burnt up while

the atmosphere was altogether overloaded with moisture. Ac-

cordingly we find, that all other things being equal, Uieve is a

near correspondence between the mean heat, of any parallel

and the quantity of rain, that falls in it. In the Island ot

Grenada for instance in 12 ® N. lat. the annual ram amouuta

to 112 inches; at K^me in 42 9 to 36 inches, and at St.,

?etersburgh in 60 ® to 1,6 inches.
^ . ^ „ .. i

•
i

Moreover, a greater quantity of ram falls, on. the higher

grounds, than on those that are nearer to the level of the sea.

While 34 inches fall at l^iverpool, 60 fall at Rendal, m the

mountains of Westmoreland. The obvious reason of this is,

that clouds are attracted by mountains, and settle on their

summits, where they fall out in rain, while the air continues

dry in the plains below.. This arrangement, like every thing

else in nature, has its use ; for as I have already observed, it

is in the higher grounds that springs, and running streams,

oriainate; and it would be a waste of time, to show the mi-

portance of providing for, their constant, and regular sup-.

^'

Within the tropics, rain is in a great measure confined to

one season of the year, while the other is dry. This is owing

to the situation of the sun. When he is m the Northern hem-

isphere, or between the Equator and the tropic of Cancer, the

rainy season is in the same quarter, and to the S.QUtli of the

Equator it is dry ; and when he crosses the Ime, and is be-

tween it and the tropic of Capricorn, the ramy season is to

the S. ith of the line ; and to the North it is cky. Between

April, and October, is therefore the rainy season m the North-

ern hemisphere, and between OcU)\)ev, and April, in the

Southern. The cause of this mostprobably is, diat while tlio

«un is on the one side of the line, his rays have more efiect there,

and less on the other, and while the current from the Pole, in

the former, is diminished by the increased temperature of the

whole hemisphere, it is in the latter increased by the dimmish- I

>«<ii(«wlu!lLiU!!lSS
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eil temperature. We know that the air is denser, and drier, in :

the winter, than in the summer season ;
and it presses on,

with a proportionally greater rapidity and force, towards the

Equatorial regions ; and throws the rarified air of that quarter

into an elevation above the earth, where vapour is seldom

formed into rain.

On the outside of the tropics, but at no great distance from

them, there are four seasons of the year, two rainy, and two

drv. In the sacred Scriptures, we repeatedly read, of the

early, and the latter rains. The one is in the month of Octo-

ber,* whicli softens the ground, and prepares it for the seed, af-

ter it has been hardened and dried up, by the long and severe

«lrou«Tht, wlr i:h usually prevails daring the summer ;
and the

other^is in April, which fills the grain, and brings it to maturity.

It is evident that these are connected with the passage of the

sun over the line, and are brought about- by the change which

ever\nvhere takes place in the state of the weather, about the

time of the equinoxes. Besides these there are frequently

showers during the winter, in Barbary, and the Levant
;
and

they are in these countries, of very great service to vegetation.

But they are always light, when compared with the more a-

bundant rains of the equinoxial seasons. The writer of the

book of Job, speaks of i the two kinds of rain as follows, J< or

he saith to the snow, Be thou on the earth ;
likewise to the

email rain, and to the great rain of his strength. ' Chap. J7. to.

I have now finished what I intended ; but had the limits

to which I must have been understood to be confined, permit-

ted me to take a more extended view, of this very interesting

branch of Science, I should have now proceeded to give a

detailed account, of the following subjects : the Aurora Bo-

realis : Thunder and Lightning : Igneous Meteors, and Mete-

oric Stones, or Aerolites ; for though these are not now un-

derstood, to form the most important departments ot Meteor-

oloEV, they are certainly very intimately connected with it, and

tliey present us with a number, and variety, of phenomena,

which are, in every respect, deserving of our attention. But

as the matter stands, I shall only add, a few of the most mter-

esting particulars respecting them.
j t u ii

Of the Aurora Borealis, I have already spoken, and 1 shall

only, observe, in prooi oi us connecuou wiih cicvvi»vivjj .,,...-
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That Lightning Is an electric explosion, has been fully estn-
blished, and is universally admitted. When two clouds, at
no great 'distance from one another, are in opposite sttites of
clev^tricity, a discharg.^ will take place j and tlie electricity of
the one, will strike into the other, and a flash of lightning will
l-^ emitted. When this happens, the lightning passes from
ihe one to the other, for the most part in a waving line ; but
when the discharge is to the earth, it conmionly takes' a. z'g.-trtg

direction towards some elevated, or pointed object'; -as the top
of a mountain, or of a tree, &.c. When lightning strikes a
house, it fixes on the best conductor of electricity in it, as a
bell-wire, &c. and follows it to its termination. The most
dangerous' place tn a house, in a thunder storm, is therefore in
the neighbourhood of a bell-wire ; tindthe safest posture and
position, is, to lie dmvn on afeather bed, laid upon chaii-s,

in the middle of the largest apartment in the house. And the
safest place, in the open air, is at the foot of a high, and steep
bank ; or at a short distaii^e from a lofty tree, in the opposite
direction of the cloud.

Thunder is the agitation of the air, occasioned by an electric

discharge. The electric spark passing through the air, decom-
poses a part of it, and creates a vacuum, and the rush which
ensues from all sides, to fill up the vacuum, disturbs the air

and occasions the peal. Whenever the sound is heard, the
danger of the discharge which causes it is passed j and we
may calculate the distance of the thunder from us, by the
tiime that intervenes between the ftiash,' and the peal. Sound
travels. through the air, at the rate 'of 1,142 feet m a second

;

?md if four seconds intervieine, the discharge took. place, at the
distance of a mile. And the danger depends on the direction

a burning fire; so that all who saw it were so frightened, as they
iicTer were before- And this was on the third of the Ides of Janu-
ary. The same year, there was such a loss of live stock all

•*er England, as has never happened in the memory of man.

—

This was more especially the case in regard to cattle, and swine
;

eo that in a town which had ten, or twelve ploughs going, not
one remained; and he who had two, or three hundred swine, bad
not one left. After this the poultry died, and there was a famine
in butcher meat, cheese, and butter."
The connection of this Meteor with the calamities of the times,

shows both the ignorance, and superstition of the agi, and also
fbat

'
the tnateor had been less common than it is now.
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oraoinKfanlierfromus. "'""' """'''I'",,,,,
..hen it is at

:LJ.l.arp, and of ^'-^er contmuance -^^^ .^ ^^^

^TlT^i^:^^^^^^'^''^ it i. ro-

CwioJIrh-l Ion, different quarters, and we hear

it repeated a numter of ^'^^-
, j^j^ discharges, which

Though the true cause of t""'^'';^'',,,,^^!,.
ascertained,

occasio,f.h„hder,,»dMW^ , ,,^,

it is supposed to depc"*! on »e
. ^,^,

ing of "PP»*'<«.nfwe oSr« the clo^^^ not only during

one anotlier. And .f we »t^«"^
'"^„';„, ,4 will often Bce

a thunder storm, but before .t commences, ^ve
^^^^

them passing, and rfpassmg, one "n^^'^^; ^e are different

the air is in a disturbed conuiUon, and hat u

currents commginto «»"*»<=»•
'"Lfumndir or the deg,^

t;"h1rp::^^SeS;:»dX^i-, and after.

wards agreeable arid fe^^s*V"8;
„<,^eablc lumlnou. bodies,

Igneous Meteors, «'

''^f
^^"^^IV" occasionally in

of different sizes, and brightness, wmciH j„^^
Uie air ; but by wliat means they aje fomed^ o

p^_^^ ^^ ^^
tion, has never yet been satisfactonly e^p^a

.^ ^^^^^

mobt remarkable, appeaved
"""^J^'^^^o feet in diame-

The former was calcidated o be about d,w
^ ^^^

ter, and about 60 miles from he^'^-T'^^^^

latter was so great,^^--*Vo^^ w>.s attended by a

'rdTli.;S thunderT:nd both terminated in a loud e.-

^•1^" most remarkajj.^^a^::^J:X^
of Igneous Meteors, that has teen^uy

^^^ ^^ .

Bome instances, stones of a peculiar comi
^j^

In^size, have been dischar|ed ^o^
^^^""^,, ;„!„„ rf

earth, at the time of their expte^Pj^ l^^^
''f,„„ ^e
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otlicrs, since his time. Their horizontal motion, till the ex-
^oaion takes jjlace, militates strongly against this opinion ;

'

W pthprs therefore think, that they areict ncretions formed in
ttieW itself. Numbers of the stones thus obtained, have
been subjected to a careful chemical anaiysis, and have all

be^tbuiid to possess tiie same properties, arid are all diflerent

from any d^r^ones tlial are known. They are enclosed in
a coat ot nfel, a*.pxide of iron ; and they contain proportions

"^.^^^'^^"^^f^^'
^''^^ metals

j but how these have been col-

'"^'"^in th^MN or by what means they have been consolidat-

pttit in raSiipDj are points about which, no one has ever
litured to conje^ure ; and notliing, as Dr. Thomson well

obsei-ves, esw be a more complete proof, of the imperfect state
' of the S<;ieii^ of Meteorology.

Imperfect howeverj as the state of th^ Science, confessedly
is, enough is knbvvh of it, to invite the attention, of those who
desire to extend the botihdaries of human knowledge. Though
it is a field which is in a' great measure unoccupied, it will
abundantly repay the labour of cultivation. It is not indeed
permitted us to hope, that by any possible improvement, or
discovery, we shall succeed in bringing the elements under our
controul ; but if we ascertain the laws by which they arcre-

; gulated*j and learn to read the signs of approaching changes,
we will be in a better condition to take advantage of them

;

and we will discover more of the lyisearchable wisdom, and
boundless power, of Him " who hath his way in the whirl-

i^*vwnd and in the stoma, and the cloude are the dust of his feet.**
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